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Project Background

Mallow Park is a small park located at 15 Mallow Road (former site of La Citadelle International
Academy of Arts and Science school) near The Donway East and Don Mills Road. The park
features a small children's playground, a variety of seating areas, and an accessible pathway to
the playground.
The City is working with the local Councillor and the community to determine the scope of work
for the park improvements.
The park improvements may include:
• Outdoor fitness equipment for older adults
• New seating areas
• A splash pad with in-ground jets
• A shade structure with seating
• A pollinator garden
• A bottle filler station
• New light poles
• Tree planting
The newly installed playground will remain as is and will not be further upgraded through this
project.

Survey Overview

An online survey was hosted from March 5 to March 28, 2021. The survey asked the community
for feedback and preferences on the proposed improvements to the park based on a visioning
concept (survey available in Appendix A). The survey was reopened May 25 to June 4 to collect
additional feedback.
The survey received a total of 392 responses. Some surveys included feedback from multiple
people (e.g. entire households). In total 856 people participated in the survey responses
collected.
The survey feedback collected will be used to inform the selection and refinement of the park
improvements.

Notification

The online survey was promoted through the following channels:
•
•
•
•

Facebook and Instagram advertisements targeting area residents
Project webpage: www.toronto.ca/MallowPark
On-site signage
Councillor newsletter
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Key Feedback Highlights

Respondents were asked to provide feedback on the draft Visioning Concept presented (see
Appendix A):
•

•

•

•

Respondents' feeling on the proposed improvements:
o 40% are very satisfied
o 42% are satisfied
o 7% are neutral
o 4% are dissatisfied
o 8% are very dissatisfied
Features shown in the concept design that respondents liked:
o 73% liked new tree planting
o 72% liked shade structure with seating area
o 65% liked pollinator garden
o 64% liked water station including drinking fountain, bottle filler and dog bowl
o 61% liked splash pad (in-ground jets only)
o 53% liked new light fixtures
o 53% liked additional seating areas
o 52% liked senior fitness nodes
o 42% liked new accessible pathway from Mallow Road
o 28% liked pathway connection to new development
Features shown in the concept design that respondents disliked:
o 38% did not dislike anything about the concept design
o 23% disliked the pathway connection to new development
o 18% disliked the Splash pad (in-ground jets only)
o 16% disliked the senior fitness nodes
o 11% disliked the new accessible pathway from Mallow Road
o 11% disliked the water station including drinking fountain, bottle filler and dog
bowl
o 10% disliked the new light fixtures
o 10% disliked the pollinator garden
o 9% disliked the additional seating areas
o 5% disliked the shade structure with seating area
o 2% disliked the new tree planting
Respondents provided the following suggestions for improvements to Mallow Park,
which are not included in the summary above. The number of respondents who shared
each sentiment is included in parentheses ( ) :
o Some respondents:
 Explained they do not want a splash pad in the park, because:
• The splash pad would only be used a few months of the year
while removing useable greenspace that could be used yearround (7)
• The splash pad would require removal of the well-used berm (3)
• The feature caters to too small a demographic (3)/ There are not
enough children in the neighbourhood to make use of the feature
(1)
• The financial resources could be better used elsewhere (2)
• The city will not be able to properly maintain the feature (1)
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This use conflicts with flooding issues in the park (1)
Noise concerns (3)
Other respondents noted their excitement for a splash pad, with
some wanting the splash pad either larger, or to have more
features (6), and one respondent wanting the splash pad to be
very colourful with kid-friendly designs (1)
Want the park to remain as it is or have fewer new features. (17)
Want more of the park to remain open space/grassy lawn for activities like
picnics, running, playing, kicking a soccer ball, etc. (16)
Noted the importance of the existing berm as a well-used play feature in all
seasons (for kids to run around in summer and toboggan down during winter),
with some noting the berm should not be removed. (15)
Want the number of paved pathways reduced to leave more open greenspace.
(14)
 Some respondents want recycled or porous pathways instead of asphalt
or concrete (3), while another suggested stone or brick (1)
 A couple of respondents want bike paths included (2), while others do not
want bikes allowed on park paths. (2)
Want a dog off-leash area in the park. (14)
Want the fitness area be for use by all ages, including teens and adults – not just
seniors (as it is currently labeled as a seniors fitness station) (12)
 Others do not want a fitness area included as they feel it will not be used
(3)
 Others want a pull-up bar (1) and more fitness equipment included (1)
Want a basketball court or basketball nets included in the park (11)
Want more features for older kids and teens (e.g. play equipment for older kids,
exercise equipment for teens, a basketball court) (10)
Want more play features added to the playground:
 More climbing equipment (2)
 More swings (2)
 Overall larger/more play features (2)
 A zip line (2)
 Similar to Trace Manes Park (1)
 More equipment for younger children (3)
Want the flooding/drainage issues on the site to be resolved. (9)
Do not want additional lighting (8), with respondents noting the park is already
bright enough with the new development. Conversely, other respondents did
want more lighting installed in the park (5), with some noting it was currently dark
and felt dangerous.
Would prefer the fund be used for a new community centre in the neighbourhood
(6)
Welcome more trees (6), including:
 To provide shade (3)
 For existing trees to remain (2)
 Between the new development and park (1)
 New native deciduous and coniferous trees (1)
 For mature trees to be planted (1)
Want a fence or hedge around the new development beside the park (6)
Want bike parking (5)
•
•
•

o
o
o
o

o
o

o
o
o

o
o

o
o

o
o
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Want the pollinator gardens located away from the playground so that children
are not stung by insects (4); others do not want the pollinator gardens in the park
at all (4); while others would like to see gardens, plantings and landscaping
(including flowers) throughout the park (8)
A few respondents:
o Want maintenance improved, including more frequent waste pickup, and more
planting maintenance. (3)
o Want seating rearranged/adjusted:
 Seating arrangement seems awkward (1)
 Move seating away from the playground (1)
 Move seating further apart (1)
o Want more seating including picnic tables (1), chess tables (1), and more
benches (1)
A couple of respondents:
o Are concerned about increased traffic and parking challenges that may be
generated by the park improvement (2)
o Want the park to be a place for all users, not just those in the new development
(2)
o Want a dog bowl included with a drinking fountain (2)
o Prefer trees to shade structures (2)
o Prefer the funding for this park be used for other parks in greater need of
improvement (2)
o Want an ice rink (2)
o Want soft, LED, or Solar lighting (2)
o Want signage through the park to note that dog must be kept on a leash (2)
o Want more waste bins (2), with one respondent suggested bins be placed by the
new development (1), and another suggesting fewer waste bins be provided (1)
One respondent each suggested:
o That the park be accessible for people of all ages and abilities (1)
o Instead of connecting to the new development, connect to the pathway between
the old school yard and Broadleaf Road (1)
o Improved safety for all (1 and an emergency call box (1)
o The current chain link fence to be replaced with something more aesthetically
pleasing. (1)
o The construction occur quickly (1)
o Making the park larger (1)
o Allowing the consumption of alcohol in the park (1)
o Not including a drinking fountain as people bring their own water to the park (1)
o A park name change (1)
o That locating the fitness equipment close to the playground will make some users
feel uncomfortable (1)
o Adding (1):
 A park sign; an Indigenous Land Acknowledgment; a digital "tree walk" or
signs that label each tree; public art; a multipurpose sport court;
rocks/granite stones instead of Armourstone and a rock garden with a
pond; low maintenance plantings; a community garden; rubber
playground surfacing; sand playground surfacing; a pool; skateboarding
or scooter features; washrooms; tennis courts.
o

•

•

•
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Appendix A: DRAFT Visioning Concept
The following concept was presented in the online survey.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New tree planting
Shade structure with seating area
Pollinator garden
Water Station including drinking fountain, bottle filler and dog bowl
Splash pad (in-ground jets only)
New light fixtures
Additional seating areas
Senior fitness nodes
New accessible pathway from Mallow Road
Pathway connection to new development

Visioning Concept
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Appendix B: Quantitative Responses
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Demographics
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Appendix C: Text Responses

Do you have any comments or suggestions on how to improve Mallow Park?
•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

The development should be responsible for fixing the flooding that is occurring after a
rain not taxpayers. Mattamy redirected the water that pooled on their property. I have
lived here over 30 years and this was never a problem. There should be hedge or fence
between the park and the townhouses. The park should be left as is to allow large
spaces for running around.
The seating area feels a little awkward. Even if the furniture is arranged more
attractively, parents can still keep an eye on their kids on the swings and playground.
Also, some big shade trees and spruce will help protect against the hot sun - the more,
the better! Fountain and wading pool are great ideas, as is a shaded seating area. The
only feature not strictly necessary in my honest opinion is the garden. Thankfully many
beautiful gardens in this area already. Just a few thoughts…..
More swings, tire swings, bench wood swings and a zip line.
I would like to see enhancements to the playground to include equipment for toddlers
and younger kids. Such as smaller slides.
Please do not remove the berm. Kids run up and down that all the time and use it as
mini toboggan hill (especially the little ones) in the winter.
Where is the hedge or fence that divides the public property from the private
development? Currently, Mallow Park is nothing more than the front yard of this
development. Also, lights from cars are aimed directly at the homes across the street. I
live across the street and have seen my home damaged from the development. There
must be a fence or hedge that runs the length of the property line. At no time in the
public consultations did Mattamy homes say the front doors would face a public park that
they would coop with the help of the councillor. If you were in attendance in the last
meeting you know Denzil walked out of the meeting after being booed for lying. There
must be a fence. Or there will be serious issues between existing homeowners and
these newcomers. Also, my drive way faces directly into the home on the corner. The
headlights from my truck are going to anger these homeowners because of the lack of a
barrier. I will not change my habits even if it fundamentally disturbs these new residents.
It is on the city and Matttamy Hones to pay for the hedging and division of the property
lines. To be clear. Homeowners here are angry at being lied to about this development.
It towers over existing nearby homes. It has become an election issue for Denzil. Please
ensure we have hedging or fencing dividing the two properties. Thank you.
Tennis courts.
Looking forward to its completion of the park and the pandemic leaving us so we can
use this attractive new space.
Making it as accessible as possible for all people including those with disabilities and
seniors is important.
Please maintain the hill, it’s beautiful and kids play on it in the winter making it all
season. Please fix the drainage issues in the original park. Please replace the monkey
bars that are in the park currently. The shape of them makes them useless for at least
half the kids who can’t reach them. Please explain what that low black thing is that flips
kids over? Please add more gym/playground equipment for those 10+, for example a
spider climber. Please don’t add the splash pad as it is only usable for 2 months of the
year, then it becomes a waste, and in my opinion, ugly. A water station is not needed as
this small park serves local community who can get water from home.
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•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Why is the fitness area only for seniors? It should be made accessible to all adults to
promote active living and a healthy lifestyles for all ages. Calling it a "senior" fitness area
will create issues as other adults will not feel comfortable using it, or it may be looked at
poorly by neighbours. Also, could something be done to separate the new town houses
a bit from the public park? It currently looks like the park is part of the town house
complex, and not a city park.
I have sat and watched as the children of all ages enjoy the hill and green space. They
have played soccer, Frisbee, built snowmen, used it sledding for winter, ran down up,
played water balloons and flew kites. Mothers are exercising with the children. Don't take
that away from them so only few of the children in the neighborhood can use what
Denzil's wanted. Don't clutter the space where kids have learned to enjoy nature and be
creative. Keep it simple!
Sept 2015 Community meeting results: Residents wanted bike racks, seats FAR FROM
playground, flower garden with no allergens like ragweed, goldenrod, fence dividing park
from new development for child safety, trees, shaded area and NO SPLASH PAD -councillor wants this, but quadrant DOES NOT -- it is too expensive, caters to too small
a demographic and residents would like money spent more evenly, like in beautifying the
area with flora. Councillor promised residents would get to name the park -- I have asked
the councillor's office and 311 about this process and have heard nothing. I and the
DMRI suggest the park be named after Joyce Hisey, recent Order of Canada recipient
for her work as a skating judge internationally and on the Olympic committee and work in
the skating community. She was a long term resident of Broadleaf Road and this park
would reflect Joyce's interest in sport and recreation, as well as tying closely to the NE
quadrant's own resident community base. Flooding is still happening over the sidewalk
near the Church. The attempted repairs with a 'rock gully' have not solved the problem.
Water still floods from the park across the sidewalk and residents have to walk onto the
road due to black ice and excessive ice which even covers the grass area between the
sidewalk and the road. 311 has been contacted several times about this but it is not
resolved -- a splash pad to add more water to the park is absurd -- get rid of excess
water other than what is truly needed. The 'future pathway in new park block' which I
negotiated at NY community council with Mattamy developers (they are gifting this
parkette to the City to create a uniform park authority and area instead of the park
having the City and Condo corp as new owners) should have a tree and a bench to
connect not to the new development but to the City pathway between the old school yard
and Broadleaf Road. People from Woodcliff will be tired getting to the park & need a rest
stop.
Can we get an outdoor callisthenic gym?
Please fix the drainage that is causing the sidewalk to ice over in the winter and puddle
in the spring and fall.
It would be great if there was static fitness equipment for everyone because the gym
costs are exorbitant for some of the nearby residents.
Avoid flattening the hill. It provides a lot of natural play, including sledding in the winter.
Please keep the existing trees! We love the large silver maple!
Add a basketball court please.
Why must the fitness nodes be designated as 'senior'? Can we not have universal
design and accessible to all? Will there be places to securely lock a bicycle?
I really hope this can be done in a timely manner.
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•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

If you add more “features” there will not be any place for the kids to run. If you add lights,
it will disrupt the neighbours and nocturnal animals. I don’t trust the City - particularly
Denzil MW, not to use this as an argument for not building the promised community
centre in the promised location. This form did not let me submit without answering the
“what do you like” question. Someone forgot to add “none” as an option which was
available on the “what don’t you like” question. This suggests to me that someone is not
interested in the negative feedback. I think the park is good as it is.
A bathroom. Also, why does a brand new playground in an area where people have
backyards need improvement? More people live in Wynford/Concorde and we have one
small playground that doesn’t even have a structure for all the toddlers in the area. Not
one picnic table!!! We are all in high-rise buildings. We need another playground, not this
area.
Please do not remove the berm. Anyone who has witnessed children and their families
using this park will tell you that it is an integral part of this particular park experience. It is
used for tobogganing in the winter, and running and rolling in other months. It allows
both adults and children a vantage point for keeping watch. All of this requires minimal
capital and maintenance costs, which could be put into other park features instead.
No splash pad.
The area noted where there will be 'senior' fitness equipment, I would like to suggest
equipment that can be used for callisthenic (bodyweight) exercises for all ages, such as
the ones available at Riverdale Park East.
The traffic on Mallow Rd has gotten worse since this park went in. People are always
parking their cars on Mallow and a pathway to the new development will mean more
cars are parked there. We don't need more concrete or more lights. There aren't many
kids in the neighborhood so why do we need a splash pad? I don't even know what a
senior fitness node is.
Given the City's current financial situation, why spend money on amenities that are only
available for a few months a year, like a splash pad? Reducing debt or fixing the road
surface along the East Don Way would be better uses of funds.
Not sure that Toronto has a good track record in maintaining fountains of any sort.
Locally, the new Don Mills mall is an example of a splash pad that was removed after
just a few years.
First, thank you for the City's efforts to develop the park. Now the park is very small, and
if we add all these features, we will make it smaller. Also splash pads in Canada are a
waste given the four weeks in the year people can truly use it. Also, just make a fitness
area, not a senior or junior fitness area. Also, reduce seating as this is the number one
cause of health issues! And adding seating conflicts with fitness goals!!! Finally, don’t put
so many pathways as the park is really tiny. Very hard toe city folks to mow the park.
Yes please do plant a lot of trees and let the natural shade develop. Plant a row of
cherry blossoms and please please let’s make sure the granddaddy trees are left
healthy...they have stood the test of time and are beautiful as big. Take some of the
money saved and put more fish in the Don River! By the way, the only reason said no to
pollinator is we do not want more wasps!!! On second thoughts, let’s add flowers and
pollinators! Thank you again!!! You are doing a fantastic job of taking care of this
beautiful park in the city.
My only suggestion is to not place the pollinator garden besides the splash pad, as this
may increase the chance of children getting stung. It seems my suggestion of a wave
pool has been (understandably) down-graded. Any chance for a zip line?
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•
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•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•

The park is simple but the lawn and the little hill are the most important part of it. We can
walk barefoot in the summer and bring beach chairs to get sun and gather with
neighbours to play lawn games. The lawn keeps the park fresh. In the winter, little kids
love tobogganing on the hill. The park is the natural place where the birds come to drink
water and bathe; adding more concrete and features will just make the park worse. More
light would just contribute for the light pollution and disturb the rich wildlife we have in the
area. The new playground is nice for the younger kids and it would be nice to also have
monkey bars or an exercise options for teens, and adults too. From the look of it, the
goal of this park is to provide a leisure area for the new development, not to improve the
neighborhood.
Would like a dog park.
Where is the Community Centre that Denzil Minnon-Wong agreed to and then took the
money for a different location? Does anyone even care what our responses are to this
survey when they didn’t listen to our concerns about lack of community centre?
Drainage problems need to be rectified/mitigated, a salt container on site demonstrates
the water ponding issues. A splash pad will exacerbate drainage problems.
I am unsure why anyone thinks any improvements are needed, the park is fine the way it
is. It is the only green space in this Don Mills quadrant and someone thinks that taking
away green space for further development is a good idea? If additional shade is
required, plant more trees. If the City wants to create more outdoor play spaces, please
develop these play spaces where there is an abundance of green space, the north east
quadrant does not have green space to spare to entertain this frivolous request. Who
exactly is asking for this? Please ensure there is going to be a fence between the new
development and Mallow Park.
My kids would like sand instead of wood chips. They look forward to all of these
improvements.
More planting please.
A community garden would be very nice. The new development has no yards and
planting gardens is a good way to meet neighbours.
I feel that kids need to have access to more physical activity, and I believe some
basketball courts could be installed in this project to provide that.
The area needs basketball court or a place where teens can exercise. Splash pad can
only be used four months of the year, but basketball courts can be used for six to nine
months of the year.
I highly support the senior's fitness area. This park should not be a private park for the
new development only. It should be fully accessible to all neighbourhood residents.
The pollinator garden is a great idea but not where the children's playground is. The City
should plant some fruit trees and add picnic tables as opposed to uncomfortable
benches.
I am not sure about how this issue will arise for this park. I have had unpleasant
experiences with cyclists on pedestrian paths. This can be very dangerous, could you
designate paths to be bike free, please.
Please do not damage any of the old trees. I might suggest planting crab-apple trees as
well as a tribute to the beautiful crab-apple trees celebrated in the neighborhood.
This is around where my old school used to be. Fill it with nature like we always did.
Can you put some structures or bushes so it is less windy? It is a very flat area of land.
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•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•

The splash pad has very limited seasonal use and will take away from the green space.
There is no real need for pathway to new development they can access it through
existing pathway.
Upgrade play structure to include a basketball court for older kids.
For the senior fitness node, please include a pull up bar.
I would not use the fitness node even though I am over 60. I would rather have a fenced
area for dogs under 10 lbs. to play, kind of a puppy zone.
The upgrades sound exciting. I am especially looking forward to the flowers and new
trees.
Would love a dog off leash area.
I am really against the idea of the splash pad, it would take up the majority of the budget
and will only be used during the summer time. With the splash pad, the hill would be
destroyed and it is used year round, especially in the winter. I think all the park needs is
a shaded seating area, some light posts and a couple more benches, maybe another
swing set.
Incorporate another play structure and a senior fitness node.
As shown in the photo, those benches and tables are too close together, there is little
privacy and everyone can hear each other's conversations. I'd also like to see some sort
of bench near the splash pad and play ground because parents and guardians will want
to be able to keep an eye on their children and need a place to sit.
It would be great to have splash pad
Make more significant additions to the splash pad, such as more features. This is the
improvement we are most excited about, and likely the feature that people will use the
most when weather permits.
Please add an emergency call box.
Do not create the senior fitness nodes as some way to excuse Mr. Minnon-Wong's
abrogation of the prior agreement to have a fitness centre at the Shops at Don Mills.
Don’t add more lights. We have enough as it is.
I would like to see it safe for everyone.
Love the idea of splash pad, more play structures. Would love a basketball court for
older kids
I suggest you leave a large green space for children to run and play around since all of
the green space in the city is being sold off. Adding all those pathways leading to
nowhere are useless. There is nothing for older kids to use since the soccer posts were
removed. Please add a small two net basketball court on the south end. There needs to
be something for older kids to do since the city did not build our promised community
center. Other quadrants of Don Mills all have a large parkland except our quadrant.
Leave the little green space we have and add something for older kids to do. Hope you
will really consider my idea so that everyone in the community can enjoy the park.
The additional pathways serves no purpose, the small park does not lead anywhere,
only a path from the new housing development is fine. There is nothing for older children
to do in the area especially since the community centre will not be built anytime soon,
and the large park area which we have was sold to Mattamy Homes. I would like to see
a small two net basketball court on the south end, next to the first house on Mallow and
near the large maple tree. There is space, and leave the rest of the green space so that
children and run and play soccer. Adding all these paths breaks up the green space and
serves no purpose. This park needs to accommodate all children, not just those under
six years old. Please add signs that dogs must be on leashes.
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•

•
•
•

•
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•
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•

•
•

Needs more fitness apparatus - the proposed plan does not have anywhere near
enough.
More fenced in areas.
I wish there could be a half basketball court or something could be used by older kids.
The playground is geared toward younger children, and I would guess under eight years
old.
So excited for the splash pad.
Have lived in the area for sixty two years and we never had any of these things. Why are
they needed now?
I'm especially pleased about the splash pad. This is great and much needed addition to
our community. We have many children who will enjoy this feature including those who
need water sensory as a therapeutic outlet. It is long over-due and appreciate that it is in
the new plan. My one question is, why only in-ground jets?
Please add a dog park.
How do we prevent people parking on Mallow Road while they are visiting the park?
I have live in the near vicinity for almost twenty years, most of the "seniors" in the area
are originals and are in their eighties or early nineties. We need to build for the next
generation. Senior exercise stations should be geared toward adults, not just seniors.
There are no activities for older children. I suggest a full basketball court located at the
south end of the park and leave green space for younger children to run and play.
It would be amazing to add a basketball court with two hoops so you can play a full court
basketball. You can place the basketball court on the south end and leave a green
space for little kids to play.
Considering the price tag for the new units on Mallow Road, the investment in the park
appears to be too small.
I would like to see no water areas (splash pads) that will cause noise. Increase the City
maintenance around new plantings.
Move the large garbage bins to the most southern part of the park, close to the
development.
I have been to many Toronto parks, what I find is most popular are the park swings. I
suggest an additional set or two of swings. I personally enjoy swings the most as well, so
I think that extra swings will improve the park so close to my home
Our grandson visits us frequently so the splash pad is an excellent idea. Thank you.
So... I would strongly prefer that as much green space be maintained as possible in this
small park. There are 11 trees on this site that provides natural shade structures, so why
would you put in artificial ones? Put seating underneath the trees that would be fine. I
would never use a senior fitness area, nor would any of my senior friends. I / we
exercise by running, using home equipment and going to the gym. I will not be
exercising at the park! Regarding the splash pad, this will only be used by very young
children, no one else and will pave over the green space. I know this park area very well
and children use the berm to run up and down, roll down, and slide down in winter,
which is terrific. Also for the children the play structure is well used, which again is
terrific. We do not need nor want a splash pad (I believe this idea was originally floated
by our City Counsellor, Mr. Minnan-Wong, and at the time the residents said they did not
want this so I'm not sure why this is still being considered). Please look carefully at this
site, it is small so extra paths and lighting are really not necessary. There should be
ample light from the nearby new housing development and the houses across the street.
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PLEASE keep as much of the green space as possible and not clutter and fill it with all
sorts of structures and things we don't need or want. Thank-you.
Bicycle racks, even if they aren't fully utilized it reminds people to cycle more and I think
it's a policy of the city to provide more bicycle parking, lack of cycling infrastructure
(parking) is the second largest deterrent to cycling -no to walkway to new development,
takes an extra minute to walk around -additional trees around and over play area and
seating area could provide good natural shade -splash pad is a nice idea but seems
expensive and the park isn't heavily used -don't know what a senior fitness node is but I
don't see it being used as that, it's a kids park, any senior that is exercising in front of
little kids is going to be reported as a pedophile -water station is expensive and most
people carry their own water -pollinator garden, more grounds keeping expense that no
one who comes to the park will care about -new light fixtures, little kids are up past
9.00pm? Isn't there already a formal entrance to the park
Would like to have a few more kids/toddler playground equipment in addition to what is
there. Maybe a see-saw. The splash pad was one item that was on my list that would be
beneficial, however, I'd like to see it kid friendly, maybe with some simple cartoon animal
structures that are colourful like the ones at the Marie Curtis Park fountain or a frog
fountain with a few tall sprays. Painted ground will make it more attractive, fun and
interactive for the kids. Also, like to see enough green grass space under trees for
outdoor grass picnics.
Add river rocks and/or granite stones (not armour stone or any other chiseled blocks of
stone). Add a multipurpose sports court (for basketball & hockey) if there is enough
room. Add more flowers and plants. Allow flowers and vines to grow up and along the
pergola (wisteria for example). Incorporate a pavilion with additional seating. Use natural
stone/brick for paths, instead of asphalt/concrete. Include a sculpture(s) and/or public
art. Add LED lighting to the pergola to illuminate the structure itself, while also providing
diffused light for park users sitting under and around it, at night. The water fountain
should have a bowl, close to the ground, for dogs to drink from (it appears that this might
already be proposed). Replace the ugly chain link fence, separating the park from the
school parking lot and surrounding properties, with something more aesthetically
pleasing and creative, while maintaining the extant porosity. Maintain any hills in the
park. Build a rock garden, perhaps with a pond.
A larger water feature for kids. This will be the only splash pad for several of the Don
Mills quadrants and something that is very much needed.
Please put in a splash pad, this is my biggest ask. We have two young kids and they
would love it so much, as well as all the other kids in the neighbourhood. If possible,
please try and duplicate Trace Manes Park in Leaside which recently installed a new
play structure, shelter, water bottle filling station and a splash pad. We are always
trekking to other neighbourhoods for their playgrounds and splash pads. I find the
Mallow Park too small with not much to offer. It would also be nice if more landscaping
features were added, such as flower beds, boulders, retaining walls etc.
I think it looks great. I would hope the city can find the funding to upgrade the park with
all suggestions.
Can one area not be sectioned for an off leash dog area? There are so many dogs in
this neighbourhood. Please consider.
There is still a massive drainage problem from the park onto Mallow Road since the
children's playground and the Mattamy Homes townhouse complex was built. In winter it
is particularly slick and quite frankly a major fall hazard. You need to ensure there is
proper and sufficient drainage available to make navigating the area safely in icy
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conditions. As it stand a lot of us avoid that section of pathway due to the above
mentioned reason.
I suggest construction of a small off leash Dog Park. There are a lot of dogs in the area.
Excited that this park will be further developed. It is already being well used by local
children, which is fabulous. The park has serious drainage issues which causes a great
deal of ice on the sidewalk, quite dangerous in the winter. While I like the idea of a path
to the new community, I prefer more grass to asphalt walkways. The berm is surprisingly
well used by kids with toboggans in the winter, I prefer the grassy berm to a concrete
splash pad.
Please include a splash pad. There isn’t one walking distance in the neighborhood.
I agree with the overall concept. However, I would like to review the lighting fixture
proposal. Where can we find this information? Please make sure that the new trees are
mature and not miniature saplings that take years to grow.
Instead of asphalt or concrete pathways, please use springy loam or recycled tire paths,
like those found in playgrounds nowadays. Do not cut down our trees please. With the
new construction that has just gone up behind the park, there is too much visibility from
the townhouses directly into the park and playground. I would like to see tall trees line
the border between the park and the new properties so that it doesn't feel like we are
being stared at, and to discourage townhouse users from crossing through the park to
get to the street.
Instead of plain seating areas, how about chess tables. An ancestral land
acknowledgement plaque. Something incorporating tree identification such as a QR
code tree walk?
There is space to put in a small off-leash dog park, which we need desperately!
Just wish City parks were more like German parks where adults could meet and have a
drink or snack while watching the kids. This is still so WASP puritan and sterile
compared to European models.
Add a fenced in small dog area. I dislike none of the features, but that is not an option.
Please add climbing equipment, High Park and Kew Gardens Park are both good
examples.
Please look at ways to have a more dog friendly area. Do York Mills and Don Mills area
have a leash free park area? Thanks!
The park should be low maintenance so things don’t become overgrown and unsightly especially in the dryers part of the summer. Splash pads create too much noise and will
affect neighbouring homes.
The park is too small and adding all the new features would make it too crowded.
Great addition to our neighborhood!
Drainage needs to be improved at the north east corner of the park where pathway
meets the sidewalk. It's always wet or frozen depending on weather. The current
playground tends to flood often during heavy rainfall.
A splash pad is needed in the area.
You should consider a dog park on the east side all along the fence.
There should be an option in your survey to say you have no dislikes. The survey forces
you to answer at least one. That will sway your data. What about an off leash dog area?
Was this considered for the east side of the park?
I don't really have a problem with the Pathway connection to the new development in the
question above. But it wouldn't let me go on without filling anything in.
Add more features to the splash pad for the kids. They want more fixtures and spouts.
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This is already one of the newest, nicest parks and playground in the neighbourhood.
What a wonderful plan. I love seeing the park being so well used in all seasons.
The berm that currently exist should remain as it creates a winter play that your
proposals do not. Adding cement and walkways takes away from the unstructured play
that is best for child development.
I don't think the fitness equipment will be used.
No more asphalt for pathways, they cause runoff and impact users. Softer more
environmentally sensitive surface with less impact would be a better alternative.
Need to rethink integration with nature. Light sources must also be sensitive to purpose
and environment. Dark night skies are being lost!
I like it.
I’m excited to see the City caring about our unique and beautiful community. I’d like to
see some bicycle paths, and places to bike if possible.
Please make it a massive splash pad.
It'd be great if you could leave the grass area on the west end as big as possible without
it being cut by the pathway, so the kids can play soccer etc.
A splash pad would be amazing for all the kids in the neighbourhood. Also love the
pollinator garden, new trees and the new lights as it is quite dark right now.
Do not put anymore asphalt pathway onto Mallow Park. Residents here prefer walking
on grass and seeing more green grass. Don't turn it into a bicycle path. There is already
asphalt pathway leading to the existing children's playground. With the newly built
housing development right next to the park, there is more than enough light after dark.
Just come and check it out in the evening. There is a long and tall wall of light.
Soft LED or solar lighting. Ample garbage cans for a clean space picnic area.
Your survey insisted that I select a feature to dislike
Once again Denzil 'Mattamy' Wong proves he is on Mattamy's payroll. This is Denzil's
poor excuse to try and compensate the neighbourhood for breaking his promise on the
'Don Mills' Community Centre to be built in Don Mills.
This is a very small park space and should be left with as much green space as
possible. There is no need for light fixtures as there should be ample lighting from the
new housing development as well as the houses across the street. Likewise there is no
need for a shade structure as there are trees to provide shade, one very large, beautiful
tree on the far east side of the park. I have frequented Sunnybrook park often and the
fitness nodes are rarely, if ever used, a nice idea, but really not very useful. The splash
pad is also a terrible idea, it will pave over the green space, will be a barren area in the
fall and winter and won't be used other than by very young children. The children's
playground area is terrific and well used and I think much more useful. Please keep as
much of the green space as possible.
Glad to see a splash pad in the plans - definitely a welcome development for the
neighbourhood kids!
Foam playground base (instead of wood chips).
I don’t dislike any of the features but the survey wouldn’t continue unless I selected one.
Why aren't other areas of Don Mills also improved? Where is the community centre that
was promised at the Shops at Don Mills but then taken away without community
consultation to Don Mills and Eglinton? Denzil Minnon-Wong has done such a disservice
to the community. Such lack of respect for the people he serves.
Skateboarding and a scootering space (rail, jump, small bowl etc.)
A fitness section for everyone would be nice.
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A splash pad would necessitate the removal of the berm which children use year round
to play on, which I do not feel is an improvement to the area.
Leave it as it is and build the Community Centre for Don Mills!
Off leash dog park.
We are already being negatively impacted with additional traffic, noise, and parking from
the new townhouse development. The last thing we want or need is a splash pad. Leave
the park as it is and give Don Mills the community centre you promised us!! Very upset
with this proposal!!
Splash pad will rule and some shaded areas.
Its fine the way it is. Spend your money on the Community Centre that you promised but
are now not doing.
Please don’t flatten the little hill beside the playground, the kids love to roll/sled down it.
This would be a wonderful addition to the community.
Add a better splash pad with different types of spray that are above ground for the kids.
In-ground isn’t enough entertainment for the little kids. Will the pollinator garden attract
too many bees and wasps that will scare the kids?
An ice rink or outdoor pool would be great
Keep the berm and increase it in size. It was hugely popular with families all winter long.
Keep the open lawn, playing field area open. No paths are required within. It is used by
families steadily to play soccer, play catch. A splash pad is a massive waste of money
and limited park space. Plant native Deciduous and Coniferous Trees. Lighting is not
needed. I live directly across the road and have watched park activities very closely.
Mallow Park is now the only remaining park space available in this quadrant. The idea
that the entire green space should be cluttered with a dozen new features and a web of
concrete pathways would add little to the community except add more concrete.
Residents and their families are already making use of the park area to play in the
summer and use the berm to slide in the snow in winter. Paving it all and filling it with
junk is insulting. Add a path from Mallow to the new homes.... add a bench or two....plant
some trees and garden areas, but that's IT. Don't PAVE the only park space we have
left. Don't insult local families by taking away what little green space they have and filling
it with pointless junk.
The existing park has a small hill that all the neighborhood kids use to toboggan on in
winter and roll down in summer. It would be a loss if this was taken out. Also, as much
as I understand the need for pollinators there are already many wasps and I worry this
would bring more. Butterflies are one thing but people are allergic and afraid of
bees/wasps especially children. They should not be anywhere near a playground. Also,
the neighborhood kids like to run around on the large grass area and kick and throw
balls and fly kites. Pathways should be minimized to allow for as much grass as
possible. There is no need for all the pathways shown in the diagram. We can walk and
play on grass. We used to have the whole Mallow school yard to play soccer and catch
in now it is houses and we just have this small grassy area. The new development will
likely house many children. Splash pad would be amazing.
It would be nice to have a kiddie bike path integrated into the park where kids can learn
to ride safely.
Bike racks for locking up bike while visiting park. You made me select one thing from last
question in order to proceed with the questionnaire. I think additional seating is good.
There are too many garbage and recycling bins in the vicinity; this should be reduced
and consolidated. Fix the drainage issues that exist today before adding additional
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features. The park should have a sign and more plantings maintained by the City. The
lighting at night is non-existent which could lead to safety issues. The pathway should be
illuminated to improve safety.
Off leash dog area please. Lots of benches for sitting.
Make sure there are lots of garbage and recycling bins and make sure they are emptied
often. I saw lots of parks with over flowing bins last summer.
It looks great and will be an enhancement to the area.
If you are going to install a pollinator garden, please make sure that they are being taken
care (frequent maintenance) as I've seen too many community gardens become
developed and not maintained, and this becoming a waste of money. If you're going to
install it, take care of it too. Also, make sure it's in an area away from any buildings or
places where people frequently pass by or places where predators can use the pollinator
garden as a trap for prey (because then it isn't a pollinator garden, it's a bird's buffet).
We always had an outdoor hockey rink at Mallow Road. Thousands of people grew up
on the ice on Mallow, it has a history. I think a rink would bring the community together
and provide a much needed outdoor activity for winter.
We need to keep the existing open grass area so that kids can run around and play. All
the extra pathways will not allow this and are unnecessary and provides no benefit. The
park needs security lightning. It is very dark and unsafe. Signs need to be installed that
require dogs on leashes at all times. There is a playground with children, dogs should
not be allowed to be off leash. There is nothing for older kids to play. I suggest a
basketball court instead of the splash pad, young children have the playground.
Everyone forgets about the older children.
Not sure why you are putting the pollinator garden by side with a kids playground. We
have several areas fifteen yards from there that look more suitable.
More trees should be added between the new development and the park, they are so
close together and no privacy.
Will there be a fence?
The fitness zones, can they be appropriate for all ages rather than just seniors? I believe
more middle age people would enjoy this feature as well.
I welcome the idea of repairing and freshen up the parkette, however, I am disappointed
and sad about the City not adhering to what should be a Heritage approach. Why do we
need to import Washington’s elaborate, very expensive benches, when we should use
our own original designed Don Mills Park furniture? Interesting is the fact that
Scarborough Parks uses facsimiles in several of their Parks and the Town of Marmora
where the playgrounds match the bench design. There are still benches of the Don Mills
Bench in the Tottenham Parkette. See for yourself. I have attached a copy of the
original design drawing by Architect-Landscape Architect Allan Graham who designed
the bench for Don Mills Developments. Maybe upgrading of the Bench is necessitated in
terms of materials (wood vs refabricated plastic and steel tubing vs steel rods) while the
basic design is sound. You may be able to get two Don Mills Benches instead of the fake
Heritage example.
First and foremost, I would suggest that you not put the pollinator garden close to the
playground and/or seating area where children and adults would be sitting. This may
cause some distress to both children and adults. Perhaps in a corner somewhere would
be better. I would also suggest that you plant trees around the edge of the park by the
new development. Not to hide the development, rather to absorb the spring flooding that
often occurs there. For the same reason I would propose planting trees beside the
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church as that seems to be another area of excess water. I would also suggest that you
plan some seating underneath the already existing mature trees, perhaps away from the
playground area, for those who wish a quieter area of rest and relaxation. As for the
splash pad, I am not sure that it would be worth the cost and/or disruption in this
area. Even though my grandchildren would probably enjoy it, the limited time it could be
used may not be worth the initial cost and maintenance. The outdoor fitness areas are
okay, but again I am not sure it would be used that often. Benches and perhaps logs
may prove useful for stretching, etc.
As long as I’ve lived in the neighbourhood I’ve wished Mallow Park Trail was paved
under Don Mills Road.
If you search for “Mallow Park” at the City’s public GIS
(https://map.toronto.ca/maps/map.jsp?app=TorontoMaps_v2) you get the “old” Mallow
Park at 8 Mallow Road, and no indication of the park at 15 Mallow Road.
I would suggest that the small hill area remain fairly clear so that children can toboggan
down it during the winter, and/or roll down without hitting any trees or other impediments.
I would like to suggest road traffic-calming bumps at either end of the park. A
75cm/30" high fence 45cm/18" from the edge of the sidewalk so plows can't hit it, open
for 3m at the eastern end and ends at the hill that divides the flat area from the jungle
gym play area. To stop or slow down, kids from chasing a ball onto the street and
likewise for small to medium dogs. In my opinion, it's a nice park already, I wouldn't put a
lot more money into it, and it's just not used very much. Thank you for your efforts in this
project
I know that all of my neighbours are not impressed with these proposed changes and
wish that things would be left as is. We did not want the current play scape, but live with
it. These proposed changes are not worth the money and Denzil Minnan-Wong is just
trying to buy votes and satisfy this neighbourhood because he has made such a mess of
the "Don Mills" Community Centre that was promised to the residents of Don Mills. What
can we do to oppose this change?
I am not sure if you are the person to contact about the supposed "improvements" to the
park, but I know that all of my neighbours are not impressed with these proposed
changes and wish that things would be left as is. We did not want the current play scape,
but live with it. These proposed changes are not worth the money and Denzil Minnan
Wong is just trying to buy votes and satisfy this neighbourhood because he has made
such a mess of the "Don Mills" Community Centre that was promised to the residents of
Don Mills.
Please put fencing up. Also plant buffer having a clear delineation between the two
properties.
Worried about headlights streaming into houses from the development.
Please leave the toboggan hill.
Leave the park as status quo. Plant a hedge and fix the water problem.
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